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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of simulating complex
large-scale experiments by using the PROGENIA WorkFlow Manage-
ment System (WFMS), developed in the ProGenGrid (Proteomics and
Genomics Grid) research project at the University of Salento, deployed
and tested in a real Grid-based Problem Solving Environment for Bioin-
formatics named LIBI (International Laboratory of Bioinformatics).
PROGENIA aims to achieve interoperability at workflow level, support-
ing the deployment of a workflow on different Grids based on Globus,
gLite and Unicore middlewares. By using specific adapters, the workflow
engine acts as a meta scheduler, submitting the jobs on different grids.
The meta scheduler selects the available resources from a list of resources,
previously configured by the PROGENIA administrator, by using the in-
terfaces of the PROGENIA editor to configure a grid (Users admin, Vir-
tual Organization, Resource and Software Management). PROGENIA
will allow domain researchers to share and reuse their scientific work-
flows across distributed computing infrastructure. PROGENIA has been
tested in several Bioinformatics case studies. In particular a test case
related to the protein multi-alignment, executed on gLite and Globus
middleware will be presented.

1 Introduction

The resources needed to execute workflows in a Grid environment are commonly
highly distributed, heterogeneous, andmanaged by different organizations.One of
the main challenges in the development of Grid infrastructure services is the effec-
tive management of those resources, in such a way that much of the heterogeneity
is hidden from the end-user. This requires the ability to orchestrate the use of var-
ious resources of different types. In recent years, various distributed computing
infrastructures (DCIs) have been developed to support national and international
research activities. These “grid production” infrastructures such as EGEE (now
EGI)[5], DEISA [4] and TeraGrid allow the sharing of heterogeneous resources in
order to support large-scale experiments. However, in spite of efforts made by the
grid community, the interaction between these grids is still limited. The main rea-
sons are the diversity of the adopted middleware, diversity in data management,
authentication and authorization, security policies and middleware versions. This
makes it very difficult for domain researchers developing their application for a
certain DCI to benefit from other implementations available in other DCIs.
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In this sense, the Open Grid Forum (OGF) [13] has developed open standards
for grid software interoperability, while the OGFs Grid Interoperation Now -
Community Group (GIN-CG) [7] is coordinating a set of interoperation efforts
among production grids, since interoperability requires definition, introduction
and implementation of standards.

DCIs are fundamental for managing the deluge of biological data produced
by large-scale experiments such as genome projects. Biological datasets present
challenges from many different perspectives. The scale of data to be processed
requires access to large collections of widely distributed resources such as those
found in computational grids.

The analysis of this data needs to be farmed out to hugely provisioned com-
puting resources with large and efficient storage devices. In fact, for their daily
analyses of genomes, bioinformaticians need efficient access to these biological
data and bioinformatics programs. Moreover, these datasets are not static: as
discoveries are made, new entries are added to the database and existing ones
are updated. Complicating the problem of data management is the fact that
most bioinformatics applications are not designed with grid computing in mind.
In fact, many valuable applications were designed, tested, and validated long
before grid computing arose. As a result, such applications are designed to per-
form simple local I/O and have no facility for attaching to grid data systems.
Nevertheless, these applications need both high-throughput computing and huge
data storage [3][8]. Workflow technology is important to facilitate user-friendly
access to huge amount of resources and offers a standard model to formalize an
experiment. Moreover, workflow interoperability increments exchange of existing
workflows between users, workflow systems and DCIs.

A WorkFlow Management System (WFMS), named PROGENIA, has been
implemented at the University of Salento which aims at providing a software
platform where e-scientists can simulate experiments composed of existing anal-
ysis and visualization tools, monitoring their execution, storing the intermedi-
ate and final output and finally, if needed, saving the model of the experiment
for updating or reproducing it. The tools that we have considered are software
components and data resources wrapped as services and composed through a
workflow [10], [11]. PROGENIA has an editor for composing and monitoring
the workflow of jobs and an engine for scheduling the jobs in a Computational
Grid through Globus [6], gLite [9] and Unicore [1] middleware. In this paper
we present a test case related to the protein multialignment problem, executed
on gLite and Globus middleware through PROGENIA. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes used approach for interoperability at a
workflow level hence Section 3 discusses a case study on protein multi alignment
sequences. Finally Section 4 describes conclusions and future work.

2 Workflow Interoperability Approach

To allow the interoperability between different grid middleware, a Grid Meta
Scheduler (GMS) has been developed. Such service that interfaces with multiple
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local schedulers which control the use of individual nodes, by negotiating with
them advance reservation of resources, based on user requirements such as time
or QoS constraints. The goal of this negotiation is to determine feasible time
slots in which all required resources are available for the requested start time to
execute the distributed workflow. The main functions of a meta scheduler include
(i) allocation of a single resource for a single application for a fixed period of
time, (ii) co-allocation of multiple resources for the same fixed period of time for
single or multiple applications, (iii) allocation of multiple resources for multiple
applications for different fixed periods of time, and (iv) allocation of dedicated
resources for either of the cases above.

The GMS has been designed taking into account the following requirements:

– ability to handle simple workflows described by DAGs;
– ability to handle complex workflows, described by arbitrary graphs, support-

ing cycles and conditions;
– support for recursive composition, i.e. the possibility to define a workflow

vertex as a sub-workflow or parameter sweep vertex instead of a batch
task;

– support for secure remote execution on different grid middleware and not:

2.1 The GMS Meta Scheduler

The GMS is a multi threaded meta scheduler. It presents a web service inter-
face developed using gSOAP with GSI-enabled plug-in for gSOAP. It uses also
middleware libraries (adapters) to access Grid resources and services provided
by the underlying grid middlewares.

An important aspect is the possibility to track the history of the job in each
of its status: whereas Globus returns all status of a job, through the Globus
JobManager, gLite and Unicore do not have this feature, returning just the
current status. Our approach consists of a polling process of the GMS that is
run periodically in order to update/add the status into an internal database that
manages the queuing of jobs.

One of main features of PROGENIA is possibility to handle complex work-
flows described by arbitrary graphs, supporting cycles and conditions and recur-
sive composition: a complex mechanism was implemented to handle workflow
jobs. The management of these jobs is made considering the vertices that are on
the highest level of the graph not yet explored and for each vertex found, GMS
initializes its counter variable (visits) to zero and then determines the number
of its active inputs, that represents a single file or a directory needed as input
by a vertex.

The GMS produces a set of ready tasks that can safely be queued for execu-
tion; a ready task is immediately handled by spawning a new thread in charge of
task execution. In particular, this thread queues its task in an internal database.

Job submission is synchronous. Each thread waits until there are children tasks
that must be scheduled in the workflow. The GMS allows job rescheduling up to
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a maximum of three times after which all workflow will definitely be failed and
its status set to be cancelled.

Upon job completion, the GMS thread increments the visits variable. If this
vertex is an active input for one or more condition vertices then the associated
conditions are also evaluated.

This element allows adding a control flow based on the truth of expressions
related to conditions specified by the user. A condition vertex has a unique
input connector, but can have many output connectors; it is characterized by (i)
a condition type, (ii) evaluator, (iii) result type and optionally (iv) a file based
condition input connector.

The type of a condition can be internal or file based. Internal conditions refer
to the internal state of a vertex, in particular the number of times the vertex
has been visited so far.

File based conditions allow evaluating the file content related to a specific
input connector. The result type indicates how the result of the condition must be
interpreted; in particular this attribute can be used to specify numeric or string
types. The file based condition input connector denotes an input connector and
must be specified only in case of a file based condition. For each output connector
there is a corresponding condition to be evaluated. Many conditions can be
satisfied simultaneously; for each condition actually satisfied, the input connector
is replicated in the corresponding output connector. Condition vertices easily
allow defining a switch construct. The files produced as output are transferred
to next execution vertex as input files. For each output connector, the handling
thread modifies the corresponding input connector and decrements the number
of active inputs of the next execution or condition vertex. If, after examining all
of the output connectors, the next vertex has no active inputs, a new thread is
spawned to handle the execution of the next vertex. The main thread responsible
for all workflow submissions, waits until there are no remaining tasks to be
scheduled in the workflow.

Parameter sweep jobs within the workflow are automatically handled without
explicit user intervention. When a subtask produces as output a directory and
the successive subtask takes as input a file, which name is a parameter indicated
as ${filename} that has not been specified in the JSDL description, the GMS
automatically instantiates the successive subtask as many times as the number
of files in the output directory of its preceding subtask and it proceeds to queuing
step.

If the job extracted from queue is batch, a scheduling process starts. The
GMS determines between all resources specified in the JSDL file belonging to
target middleware those not currently in use in the system or those not used
during other resubmissions of the current job, then it acquires the delegated
credential(s) from the specified MyProxy server and submits job utilizing the
corresponding Job Submission Adapter.

All of the GMS actions are logged to stable storage for subsequent accounting
and auditing.
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2.2 Job Submission Adapters

The modular architecture of the GMS allows possible extensions through a plug-
in based approach (see Figure 1). Owing to the plugged adapters, the GMS can
contact different remote resource managers providing the support for multiple
and heterogeneous Grid services. In particular, GMS contains several adapters
which using libraries that we have developed, provide core functions for job
submission/monitoring and data transfer by using the GridFTP protocol.

The Globus adapter takes as input JSDL files and translates them into RSL
language. It submits batch jobs on a Globus remote machine, providing support
for automatic staging of executable and input file(s). Moreover, the output file(s)
can also be transferred automatically upon job completion to target machine. It
also includes a control service for checking the status of submitted jobs, contact-
ing remote Globus JobManager to inquiry the information about it. Querying
GRAM returns the complete history state of a job. Because computational grids
based on Globus Toolkit requires users authentication, the adapter implements
a restricted form of delegation, with X.509 users certificate, a proxy which acts
on behalf of the user, valid for a specified number of hours. For batch submis-
sion, the library uses the GRAM APIs. The submission function is non blocking,
i.e. it submits the job and returns immediately. It provides, also, additional sup-
port for automatic staging of executable and input/output file(s) using GridFTP
protocol.

gLite adapter is composed by two libraries implementing the web service
clients of the Workload Management System (WMS) and CREAM for the sub-
mission of a batch or workflow job. The GMS can access the WMS using the
user’s credential with the VOMS extension got from the VOMS server. The job is
described according the JDL language and submitted to the WMProxy web ser-
vice using GSI protocol. The job monitoring is performed contacting the Logging
and Bookkeeping Service (L&B) web service whereas the file stage-in and stage-
out is explicitly done via GridFTP contacting the appropriate Storage Element
(SE). The CREAM library supports typical job management capabilities of sub-
mission, cancellation and the ability to pause and resume jobs (where supported
by the underlying batch system). Job state information is available through the
CE Monitoring (CEMON) service which also provides an asynchronous call-back
mechanism to clients.

The security is ensured by use of the GSI plug-in and for data transfer, the
GridFTP protocol is used. For job definition, editor uses the standard JSDL.
However, the current gLite infrastructure is highly dependent on JDL, although
only at internal level. Hence, the choice to convert JSDL files into specific JDL
and use gLite infrastructure with the standard JDL when required, has been
exploited.

In order to develop the library for the local transformation of JSDL request in
a compatible format, there was a complete semantic study about JSDL elements
and then the creation of correspondences JSDL2JDL “code” regarding: (i) job
identification requirements; (ii) resource requirements (matchmaking process);
(iii) data requirements.
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Fig. 1. GMS adapters for Grid interoperability

The gLite adapter implements a converter, based on XSLT, to translate a
JSDL file in a JDL format. Because the remote resource manager takes in input
text files, the XSLT solution has been considered. Indeed, through appropriate
stylesheets it is possible to transform XML files into text files (in JDL format).
Being template based, XSLT is more resilient to changes in documents than low
level DOM and SAX, and XSLT templates are based on XPath pattern which
is very powerful in terms of performance to process the XML document.

Within the GMS, the Unicore adapter has been also developed, in order to
support Unicore based grid infrastructure. The GMS can access the USite gate-
way service using the users credential through a GSI connection in order to
submit batch jobs. The job is submitted to the Gateway using the AJO descrip-
tion file format. The USite Gateway exposes also functionality for job monitoring
and output retrieval: the file transfer mechanism is performed through GridFTP
connection with the remote USite. The Unicore adapter is a java library devel-
oped for the submission and monitoring of a job. It includes the client of the
Unicore NJS (Network Job Supervisor) service. A wrapper in C, through Java
Native Interface (JNI) functions, has been added and included in the GMS.

3 Case study: High throughput Protein Similarity
Searches

Workflows are extensively used in the Bioinformatics field. We present a case
study that has been implemented in the Italian FIRB LIBI ‘International Lab-
oratory for Bioinformatics’ project [15]. It presents an experiment of multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) of human proteins on large scale. In particular the
Position Specific Iterative (PSI)-BLAST [14] has been used, a sensitive sequence
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similarity search tool, that uses an iterative searching method and a unique
scoring scheme to detect weakly related homologues. The goal has been the
multiple alignment of a given number of human proteins, stored in the UniProt
[2] and TReMBL data banks, against those present in the Uniref90 data bank.

Taking into account that have been considered 1000 proteins of the Uniprot
db, grid resources are needed in order to reduce the computational time as
well as to automatic several steps, needed for performing the experiment and
obtaining the result. PSI-BLAST aligns a protein with those stored in a database
by iterating a predefined number of times towards convergence to a solution. This
is specified as a parameter input of the application (j value).

The PSI-BLAST accuracy depends on the iteration number (j value): by
increasing the iteration number, the result is better. In this experiment, we chose
to set the number of iteration with a value equal to 2 since for these proteins,
the algorithm converges to a result.

Data input of the experiment is a flat file data bank, Uniprot (Universal
Protein Resource), a comprehensive catalog of information on proteins. From this
annotated data bank are extracted in FASTA format the sequences of human
protein that they will be used for multiple alignment process. Higher is the
score value, lower is E-value and greater is the alignment (the two quantities are
inversely proportional). We show the potential of our approach by executing a
large parameter sweep (about 2000 executions) as an intermediate step of this
workflow in a gLite and Globus based grid environments. In order to support
this experiment, several requirements have been met:

– Access to flat file data bank (UniProt NREF Uniref90) with dimension about
800MB;

– Extraction of 1000 sequences by annotated input files (human protein UniPro-
tKB database);

– For each run, the application produces the result of several iterations, spec-
ified by the user (two iterations in this experiment). Last iteration is the
most important, so output files must be updated;

– Management of produced results that are automatically collected by remote
machines;

– Need to reduce the total computing time.

In order to satisfy the access to the data bank, it has been installed on grid nodes,
where the application runs, and hence indexed. Indeed PSI-BLAST runs just on
indexed data banks. The sequences are extracted by using the above cited library
and the parsing of the results allows reducing redundancy. For supporting this
experiment, our Workflow Management System has been used. Figure 2 shows
the steps related to the workflow, designed using PROGENIA editor.

This workflow is composed by two batch applications (biolib and tar) and two
parameter sweep tasks (psiblast and adjustment). The complete workflow for a
single iteration consists of 5 runs.

The example depicts a workflow including execution, condition and storage
vertices; a loop with a fixed number of iterations is also shown. Execution ver-
tices are associated with batch and parameter sweep tasks. Taking into account
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Fig. 2. Workflow for multiple sequence alignment of proteins

that the input data is annotated (in EMBL format), the first step allows ex-
tracting each sequence stored in FASTA format (biolib task [12]). The input
data is stored on a remote machine (grelc04.unisalento.it for this experiment).
The biolib application is responsible to extract a huge amount of sequences from
annotated biological data banks. In this phase, a large number of proteins are
produced. The output of this run is a directory that contains about 1000 files.
Upon biolib completion, the user can download the directory trough the PRO-
GENIA editor. Each protein in the directory is then aligned using PSI-BLAST.
This task will carry out the alignment of computed sequences with those stored
in the Uniref90 data bank with an iteration step equal to 1 (indicated with the
j input parameter of the psiblast application). This value, contained in a file,
is incremented in the loop cycle of the workflow until the final value is 2 (file
based condition). For first iteration of psiblast application, the j file value is
stored in a directory of host grelc04.unisalento.it (it is necessary indeed start
loop initializing the value of input parameter). The next task (adjustment appli-
cation) starts when j equals 2 and all sub-jobs of the parameter sweep task have
been executed. adjustment application filters each output produced by previous
job retaining only the result of the last iteration. So, there are several adjust-
ment processes as the number of psiblast sub-jobs. For this reason, this task is
also a parameter sweep application. Upon last iteration completion, the result
of multi alignment process is compressed (tar application) and stage-out on a
remote host (scg.cmcc.it). Upon workflow submission, the user can retrieve out-
put for each workflow task. We have decided to execute this experiment two times
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Table 1. Workflow for MSA Execution time

Workflow Test1 - Globus Test2 - Globus+WMS gLite
Task (time in sec) (time in sec)

j Time for 1 prot. Time for 1000 prot. j Time for 1 prot. Time for 1000 prot.

biolib 2 52 2 47

psiblast 1 72 73350 1 324 325600
2 120 122400 2 360 361444

adjustment 2 2375 12 12178

compress 2 28 2 25
& transfer

Total 198 (3.30m) 198205 (55.06h) 700 (11.67m) 699294 (194.25h)

(test 1 and test 2). In the first test, only Globus resources have been used. In
test 2, we have executed parameter sweep tasks on gLite resources using a WMS
of the BIOMED VO (egee-wms-01.cnaf.infn.it), leaving the execution of batch
tasks on Globus machines. For parameter sweep tasks, GMS schedules 1000 jobs
on each iteration of j, for a total of 2000 runs. In this experiment, all of the
results have been collected on a cluster machine using the GridFTP protocol to
transfer about 2 GB of data (file sizes range from 280 KB for j=1 to 900 KB for
j=2). The Table 1 describes tests made considering the execution time for each
task.

The time measured with the gLite submission in the second test are much
higher, because it does not submit directly to resources but through the WMS.
Often WMSs are not unreliable because when the job is submitted, its status
could be active but the WMS often does not work and the job can remain
pending until the expiration time of the proxy and then expires. A solution will
be to use CREAM that allows to submit directly to the resources.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes PROGENIA WFMS that supports the submission and
monitoring of e-Science workflows on distributed grids, such as Globus, gLite
and Unicore. The goal of the system has been to provide to e-scientists a soft-
ware platform where they may define experiments, composing workflows, using
a graphical editor, and submitting them on various grids. Future developments
of this system is firstly, the implementation of an optimal scheduling policy, in
particular for the parameter sweep jobs, that takes into account the fault toler-
ance mechanisms: given the number of jobs submitted, it is important to foresee
a given number of resubmissions, depending on the resource broker of chosen
grid middleware. An important aspect will regard the design of a scheduling
algorithm that takes into account the status of the grid resources in real time:
in order to obtain this result it is needed to design and implement a distributed
information service. A P2P solution will be evaluated. Finally, it would be useful
to integrate the system within the Cloud Computing platforms.
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